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Shopping Parade Tree / Resident Garden Access
Smartville Iver Heath
Multipurpose Meadow at Iver Environment Centre

If you would like to attend a meeting, but need extra help to do so, for example because of
a disability, please contact us as early as possible, so that we can try to put the right support
in place.
For further information please contact: Alice Williams on 01296 383042, email
Alice.williams@buckinghamshire.gov.uk

To join the meeting, please use the following information:

Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
Or call in (audio only)
+44 1296 794005,,220180760# United Kingdom, Aylesbury
Phone Conference ID: 220 180 760#

Agenda Item 3

Wexham & The Ivers Community Board minutes
Minutes of the meeting of the Wexham & The Ivers Community Board held on Tuesday 3
November 2020 Via Microsoft Teams, commencing at 6.00 pm and concluding at 7.26 pm.
Committee members present
J Jordan (Chairman), R Bagge, M Bradford, T Egleton, P Griffin, Dr W Matthews,
A Mayling (Iver Parish Council), R Sangster, P Stanhope (Iver Parish Council) and L Sullivan,
G Spring, C Gibson (Iver Parish Council), C Beary, K Brown (Iver Parish Council), G Young, P
Leech, P Kinson
Officers in attendance
Mark Davis (Parking Manager), Katie Galvin (Community Safety Manager and
Administration Manager), Simon Garwood (Localism Manager for the South), Daniel Gigg
(Strategic Sites & Specialists Team Leader), Tom Fowler (Democratic Services Officer),
Christine Urry (Head of Planning & Development) and Alice Williams (Community Board
Coordinator for Wexham and The Ivers)

Agenda Item
1

Welcome & Apologies for Absence
The chairman welcomed members to the Wexham and The Ivers community board
meeting. Apologies for absence had been received from Ged Weston.

2

Declarations of Interest
Councillor Jilly Jordan declared an interest in item 11 as a member of the Strategic
Sites Committee, and would therefore stay in the meeting but not take part in the
discussion.
Councillor M Bradford, T Egleton, P Griffin & W Matthews declared an interest in
item 11 as Members of the South Buckinghamshire Area Planning Committee.
Councillor L Sullivan and W Matthews declared an interest for meeting as directors
of the Colne Valley Park.

3

Action Notes
The action notes of the meeting held on 22 July 2020 were agreed as an accurate
record.
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4

Forward Plan
The Forward Plan was noted.

5

Community Matters
No questions had been submitted.

6

Covid-19 Update
Katie Galvin, the Localities, Support Hub Lead gave an overview of the Support Hubs.
 Those who shielded during the previous lockdown have been advised to
follow similar guidelines, notably however,they were now able to interact
with others in their support bubble and exercise outside.
 It was confirmed that food parcels were not being issued by the government
for this lockdown, however supermarkets were in a much better position to
provide priority slots for the vulnerable.
 The foodbanks for the Wexham & the Ivers area have been contacted by the
support hub team to see if they need any additional support .
 Letters were being issued to vulnerable residents by Buckinghamshire
Council providing information on available assistance. It was suggested
assurance that the number wasn’t a premium rate number be added to the
letter. Since the meeting, it was confirmed that instead of a letter, calls were
made instead.
Actions:
 Alice to contact health and social care team to establish links in place with
residential (assisted living) organisations.

7

Parking Schemes Update
Mark Davis, the Parking Manager gave an update on the status of the Richings Park
Parking Scheme
 The Richings Park parking scheme was reported to start implementation in
March 2021 and would be operational by April 2021
 Mobilisation works had already begun and would continue.
 Section 106 agreement was due to be confirmed closer to completion of the
car park.
 The first meetings of the subgroups for the schemes in Iver village and Iver
Heath had taken place and schemes were being drawn up for discussion.
Actions:
 Alice to establish the programme of activities for these Parking schemes
and when they’re likely to be delivered.

8

Sub Group Updates
The sub-group chairs gave their updates to the Community Board.
 Councillor Wendy Matthews gave an update on the Parking & Infrastructure
sub group. Meetings had been held with regard to possible parking schemes
around the shops at Iver Heath and the Iver High street. Officers had taken
the feedback from this away and future sub-group meetings would lay out
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these schemes in greater detail. The group had had an update from Jack
Mayhew where a number of questions were raised.
Councillor Ann Mayling gave an update on the Covid-19 sub group. The
importance of establishing good relationships with partner organisations was
emphasised to reach those who have difficulty accessing online resources.
Councillor Ray Sangster gave an update on the Community Safety/ Thames
Valley Police Relationships sub group. Due to a backlog of issues stemming
from District Councils, planning enforcement had difficulty dealing with
short-term issues. Policing had been generally successful and had notable
successes with drug confiscations. It was noted that residents had provided
feedback noting the recent improvements in the area.
Councillor Paul Griffin gave an update on the Green Spaces sub group. A
programme called ‘Confidence through Football’ was noted as a promising
future application possibly coming to the community board. This funding
would include paying for additional trainers and items such as floodlights

Actions
 Alice to communicate with Jack Mayhew to update committee further.
9

Ideas for Funding
The two funding applications being considered by the Community Board were
approved:
 Iver Village Hall Outside Security System
 The Ivers Foodbank

10

Air Quality Management Update
The Air Quality Update was to be re-scheduled for a future meeting.

11

Pinewood Update
The chairman gave an update on the new Pinewood Planning application for the
construction of a Screen Hub global growth hub. This was set to be approximately
70,000 square metres in size.
 The Community Board was setting up a Pinewood sub-group to discuss the
new application with representation from local planning authority officers
when needed.
 The statutory consultation period for the application was underway and was
due to end on the 15th November 2020. Once this period has ended, officers
will attend the sub-group to feedback on matters arising.
 It was confirmed the application was going to a future Strategic Sites
Committee meeting.
Actions:
 Alice to set up Pinewood Sub-group and circulate membership, first
meeting to be held mid-November.
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Date and time of the next meeting
It was confirmed the next meeting would take place 23 rd February 2021 at 6:00PM.
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Minute Item 6

Stepping up support hubs for vulnerable people in a Covid-19
lockdown

Accessing the support hub service
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNCIL

Accessing the support hub service
• Details of all Clinically
Extremely Vulnerable
people updated weekly
& ready to access
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• Customer Service Centre
would prioritise making
calls to those who
required support in the
previous lockdown
• Vulnerable ASC clients
impacted by lockdown
would also be called
• Residents can call to
request support

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNCIL

The support offer

Page
Page10
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• Residents will be encouraged to make use of food delivery services, whether
local or via supermarkets
• A Buckinghamshire food ‘network’ is in development to provide resilience
• Support hubs will provide food in exceptional circumstances
• Arrangements in place with existing contracts to support keep in touch calls e.g.
Befriending services
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNCIL

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan
Sub Group
Covid-19 Response &
Recovery

Membership
Anne Mayling- Lead
Ralph Bagge
Jilly Jordan
Wendy Matthews





Priorities
Response to Covid19.
Economic Recovery
Mental Health
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Projects
The Ivers
Foodbank
Bucks Adult
Learning Employability Skills
and Emotional
Wellbeing
Workshops
Virtual High Street
Mental Health First
Aid Training in
Schools

Agenda Item 7

Actions / Notes
 The Ivers
Foodbank has
been established
and receiving
funding from the
Community Board.
 BAL WorkshopsMet with BAL
Officer to establish
what equipment
will be required to
convert the Ivers
Parish Council
office into a
training facility
hub. Application
will be submitted
to the Board for
funding for the
equipment
required. Surveys
will be produced
and promoted to

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan
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find out what
courses / training
residents will find
beneficial.
Virtual High
Street- CB
Coordinator
partnering with
neighbouring
boards to find out
information about
the existing model
in other areas.
Currently in
progress.
Mental Health
First Aider
Training- CB
Coordinator
partnering with
neighbouring
boards and Bucks
Mind to explore
the options around

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan

Transport and
Infrastructure
Page 13

Wendy Matthews- Lead
Luisa Sullivan
Jilly Jordan
Geoff Spring
Peter Stanhope






Parking schemesIver Heath and Iver
Village
Western Rail Link
to Heathrow
Projects of the
former IMLG
Air Quality
Management



The Ivers Parking
Scheme



workshop delivery
to local schools.
Currently in
progress.
The Ivers Parking
Scheme- Scheme
has been designed
in partnership with
the
Buckinghamshire
Council parking
team. Scheme is
awaiting the PID
before funding
application can be
presented to the
board for
consideration.
Informal
consultation is
being undertaken
by the Ivers Parish
Council lasting 4
weeks.

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan
Community Safety

Ray Sangster- Lead
Trevor Egleton
Jane Brown
Jilly Jordan
Stephanie Bennett
Peter Stanhope
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Green Spaces

Paul Griffin- Lead
Melvin Pearce
Peter Stanhope
Alan Wilson





Effective working
relationships with
Thames Valley
Police.
Increase police
presence in the
area.
Antisocial
behaviour.



Smartville Iver
Heath



Smartville Iver
Heath- Smartville
to submit
application to the
board for funding
for the installation
of CCTV and APRN
cameras in two
sites across Iver
Heath. Scheme
will encourage a
proactive
community
response to detect
and prevent crime
such as fly tipping
and antisocial
behaviour.

Improvements to
recreational
grounds
Environment /
conservation



Community Grow
and Cook
Iver Environment
Centre- Habitat



Community Cook
and Grow- Project
delivered in
partnership with
and funded by



Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan
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Public Health.
Project is an
initiative to
promote cooking
skills and healthy
eating. The project
involves the setup of a growing
site in the area
which will be
maintained by
volunteers and
overseen by an
“Expert Gardener.”
Expert gardener is
currently being
recruited by Public
Health and sub
group members
are working to
identify a suitable
site.
Iver Environment
Centre- Habitat-

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Action Plan
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The Charity
‘Groundwork’ will
apply to the board
for funding to
create a pond and
meadow habitat
within the Iver
Environment
centre. This will be
used for
conservation and
education
purposes for
schools and visitors
to the centre.

Agenda Item 8

Pinewood Working Group
Meeting Notes
Meeting Date: 1st December 2020
Start Time:

18.02

End Time:

19.30

Attendees: Trevor Egleton, Wendy Matthews, Chris Jordan, Luisa Sullivan, Carol Gibson,
Malcolm Bradford, David Brackin, Ciaran Beary, Graham Young, Andrew Smith, Sara
Dutfield, James Bevis, Daniel Gigg, Christine Urry, Alice Williams, Tracey Evans
1. Welcome / Apologies
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the second Pinewood Working Group.
2. Highways and Transport Strategy

An overview of the slide presentation by James Bevis is included with these minutes.
The following points were highlighted in response to questions from the Group:


Concerns were expressed around the congestion on Church Road and surrounding
areas, as they are already over capacity. It was stressed that the modal had taken
great detail and is what Buckinghamshire Council Highways authority officers have
agreed.



Park and ride had been investigated but with the modal of 60/40 it is not necessary
to meet highways objectives.



It was acknowledged that three point testing had been looked and that the safety
impact had been carried out by an independent body. Every junction in Fulmer had
been considered with significant time spent on this.



It was highlighted that peak impact was due to staff and not visitors. It was
highlighted that staff would be encouraged to use public transport. James Bevis
suggested that the current travel plan for the Pinewood site would remain the same.



Chris Jordan enquired about the cycle way down Pinewood Road, on the plan this is
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Pinewood Working Group
Meeting Notes
going to be cut across at 3 points. It was agreed that the route needs to be
completed and this is part of the scheme, but cyclists will need to give way to traffic.


Concerns were raised that the modelling was just around the studio and not wider,
Richings Park for instance. PSDS was followed and it was not necessary to cover a
wider scope. Visitor traffic patterns will not mirror the current traffic. Very little of
the visitor traffic will bleed through the villages. Clear directions to the studios will
be signposted to avoid the villages. The modelling agreement is with Highways, if
the two major improvements are agreed it will have some material benefits.



What consideration has been considered regarding pollution on the two parks
(Langley and Black Park) nearby. It was reported that this had been taken into
account, relevant paragraphs regarding these to be sent to Alice by Sara Dutfield,
who will forward to the attendees of the meeting. Hydrogen buses would also be
used to take visitors to the attraction.
ACTION: Sara Dutfield/Alice Williams



It was highlighted that the junction at Black Park Road should be taken into
consideration. This will be looked at.



A Park and Ride scheme was again put forward to alleviate parking spaces on a green
belt area.



If this scheme goes ahead 1000 jobs would be created and it would be a substantial
economic development. Commercially this project needs to be a success, so
everyone needs to be satisfied.



Graham Young asked if the traffic modal had looked at the direction visitors will
come from, how many people will come from the North on the M25 and South on
the M25/M4. It was established this had been looked at hence the 60/40 modal
split.



Wendy Matthews suggested to Andrew Smith that there are various other projects
in development with the same economic claim and asked for Pinewood’s USP? In
response it was highlighted that the industry was performing at a much higher
success rate then other sectors with £1 billion and 51 stages being pumped into the
studio. 2019 was the second best year for the filming industry and 2021 will be
follow that success.
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Pinewood Working Group
Meeting Notes


It was asked whether visitors would have access to the main site and if they didn’t
why does the visitor attraction have to be where it is? It was confirmed that visitors
would not, and it would be a mock studio which is separate from the main site. The
requirement is for the visitor centre to be adjacent to the Pinewood Studio, due to
films such as the James Bond stating made in Pinewood, London.



Can the plan consider making improvements to linking the unofficial paths between
Langley and Black Park? Speeding on the A412 is a real course for concern and
seriously needs consideration when talking to the Highways department. This was
not currently being looked at because is was not directly related to Pinewood.



There are issues with PC and residents parking on Pinewood Green. Video cameras
are observing where this traffic is coming from and where it is going as an ongoing
survey.

3. Forward Plan
Mitigation measures in Iver and surrounding areas to be discussed at next meeting.
4. Closing Comments / Date of next meeting
The Chairman thanked everyone for their participation in the meeting.
Date of next meeting: 14th December 2020.
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Appendix

Pinewood Working Group
Meeting Notes

Meeting Date: 17th November 2020
Start Time: 18:01
End Time: 19:35
Attendees: Trevor Egleton, Luisa Sullivan, Wendy Matthews, Ralph Bagge, Carol Gibson,
David Brackin, Ciaran Beary, Alan Wilson, Graham Young, Daniel Gigg, Christine Urry,
Andrew Smith, Sara Dutfield, Alice Williams.
1. Chairman’s Introduction
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the Pinewood Working Group and
highlighted the Terms of Reference which had been circulated prior to the meeting.
2. Pinewood Presentation
Sara Dutfield, Director of Turley, the planning consultants for the application delivered a
presentation to the group and highlighted the following key points:







The application is supported by a comprehensive transport assessment in line with
the sustainable transport strategy. The application demonstrates suitability and
identifies transport strategies which include a travel plan to ensure non car travel
and a shuttle bus exclusive to the visitor attraction.
The application will include a comprehensive visitor booking procedure to ensure
that transport in the area is managed.
Visitor numbers will be controlled: 5,000 on weekdays, 6,500 during school holidays
and 8,500 on weekends.
Ample capacity to control traffic movements, subject to road safety audit. Safe and
acceptable access is provided for all modes of travel.
The traffic impact has been carefully assessed. Based on model agreed with
Buckinghamshire Council. Assessment shows that no existing junction will
experience adverse traffic impact.
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It was suggested that a subsequent meeting be arranged with Turley transport
officers to deliver a more detailed outline of the transport proposal.

Andrew Smith, Director of Pinewood highlighted the following key points:






The model of a visitor attraction has distinct differences to a tourist park. No rides
or exteriors and is a lot more controlled.
The attraction had been modelled using film experience, experience with some IP
(multiple theme experience) and all IP (one principal theme).
Ticket and ride provisions, will come in through Slough.
Shuttle services from Slough.
Timed entrances. Tickets have to be booked in advance in order to control numbers.

The following points were highlighted in response to questions from the Group:














The applicant was taking into account suggestions of a Park and Ride scheme. The
suggestion had been submitted post decision.
Discussions were taking place internally as to how the attraction will mitigate vehicle
parking in the vicinity.
Concerns were expressed regarding traffic mitigation, how visitors will be directed to
specified routes. It was highlighted that the operations of the road network would
be a suitable topic for a future meeting.
Shuttle buses will provide a minimum modal split of 60/40. There will be a dedicated
series of shuttle busses initially to Slough train station.
The modal split will be guaranteed and it was anticipated that this would be a
restriction within the section 106 agreements.
Thinkwell, Planning Consultants recommended this system as best practise to
manage traffic flow and provide a positive visitor experience.
The size and square footage of the visitor experience would be similar to the Harry
Potter studio tour and the applicant anticipated a similar attract ability. It was
highlighted that the figures published in the most recent application for the Harry
Potter studio tour could be used as a guide for members, with the difference that no
VIP experiences will be operated late in the evening.
The Chairman emphasised that the planning application was live and that the group
would have to ensure that the discussions did not breach planning protocol.
The film experience was centred around the Pinewood brand as opposed to a
specific film franchise which required the experience to be based at the studio itself.
Any other planning applications that had the potential to impact the scheme such as
the Colne Valley M25 service station had been included in the environmental impact
statement. However no planning application had yet been submitted. A review
would take place if the application was granted.
Andrew Smith suggested that Shepperton Studios be used as a guidance model for
mitigation. Section 106 costs and additional funding came to £25 million. £15
million was used for highways improvements.
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3. Planning Officers Presentation
Daniel Gigg, Planning Officer, Buckinghamshire Council updated the group and highlighted
the following key points:











Daniel had attended the most recent Community Board meeting to update on the
progress of the planning application. Since the last update, the statutory
consultation had closed on 15th November 2020 and officers were in the process of
reviewing feedback.
There were plans for the application to be considered by the Planning Committee in
February 2021.
It was explained that when a planning authority makes a decision on planning
applications there were mechanisms and measurements in place to ensure that the
application is acceptable. This includes section 106 agreements and planning
obligations along with planning conditions. Buckinghamshire Council were bound by
government and law to apply very strict tests before conditions can be placed on a
permission.
Daniel would prepare a note that identified what tests are in legislation contained in
Community Infrastructure.
ACTION: Daniel Gigg
The following examples were given of how conditions were used in terms of planning
applications:
o Mitigate impacts on highways infrastructure - Pedestrian crossing
o Securing gains - bio diversity gains
Section 106 used for securing financial contributions:
o Increase in local population causing strain on school capacity, then a school
could be set up.

The following points were highlighted in response to questions raised by the group:







Section 278 was used as a mechanism for a developer to undertake works on the
highway and was supplementary.
The planning officers could advise the group further around relevant timings for
decisions. The applicant was working towards February 2021 to present the
application to the planning committee, but planners were not yet in a position to
make a decision on mitigation measures. The planning officers would continue to
be invited to the group as needed and feedback to applicants.
It was suggested by members of the group that research be done into the Harry
Potter Studio tour planning application to use as a template. The Chairman
responded that the group would have to be careful to not impact what the planners
were doing. It was highlighted that the planning officers would make contact with
officers at relevant councils.
If it was considered necessary to put in parking restrictions this would go through a
Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) process. The TRO would be separate consultation and
would be secured as part of mitigation process but would fall into separate process
under the Highways act.
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The group will look at exploring additional mitigation measures that weren’t
included in Section 106. Group handling supplementary local issues. Is there a
limited subset of mitigation requests received? Background to testing processes can
be included in note. The local planning authority makes assessment and decision.

4. Forward Plan
The next meeting would be focused on the transport/highways model and how it would
operate on a local level.
Meetings would be held every two weeks.
The planning team and applicant would arrange for maps to be circulated in order to give a
clearer picture of the area.
ACTION: Daniel Gigg, Sara Dutfield
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Appendix

Pinewood Studios Working Group Meeting Minutes
21st January 2020
Start time:
End time:

18.05
19.10

Attendees: Trevor Egleton, Ciaran Beary, Ralph Bagge, Luisa Sullivan, Wendy Matthews,
Aleksander Turner, Carol Gibson, Joy Morrissey, Graham Young, Malcolm Bradford, Alan
Wilson, Alice Williams
Chairman’s introduction
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and highlighted the Terms of Reference.
He emphasised the object of the meeting was to put together an application for mitigation
to present at the February planning meeting.
Action Notes- to review and agree the notes of the previous meetings on 17 th November
and 1st December
It was highlighted that Information from Daniel Grigg and Sara Dutfield promised at
previous meetings had not been received.
Action: Alice to chase
Discuss and prioritise proposals for mitigation
It was agreed that a themed approach would be taken.
The 3 theme headings would be:
Pollution
Traffic
Green Space
Concerns were raised regarding the £50,000 from the last planning application that had not
been spent on the cycle paths for which it had been intended. It was suggested putting a
time limit in the mitigation, that a year after the project is complete the items agreed are
finished or that infrastructure items are started before the development is started or
complete.
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The possibility of a Liaison Group was proposed with the facility to look at the project in 1, 2,
3 and 10 years’ time as a form of monitoring.
The question was asked about the ongoing sums of money and which mitigation scheme
they apply to, how will it be calculated and where will decisions be made?
Issue to be raised regarding major traffic concerns. How can we ensure Five Points
Roundabout and Seven Hills Road are started? Without road improvements this scheme
and planning doesn’t work.
Area response and agreement from all four parishes, Fulmer, Stoke Poges, Iver and
Wrexham will have more of an impact.
Alice and Trevor to go through the mitigation points and come back with a consolidated list
and email round to the group by 28th January to agree before next meeting where the
planner can be invited.
Action: Trevor Egleton/Alice Williams
Closing comments
The chairman thanked everyone for their time and input.
Next Meeting
4th February 2021 – 18.00 – 19.00
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Agenda Item 9

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Funding Report - 2020/21
Organisation Name
Project Name
Funding Stream
Total Cost of project
Amount of Match Funding
Amount being applied for
Amount suggested

Date of Decision 23/02/2021

The Ivers Parish Council
Active Travel Scheme
Community Area Priorities
£450
N/A
£450
£450

Project Summary
The project involves adding cycle racks to both recreational grounds in the Ivers in order to encourage
residents to cycle to the Pavillion and Recreation grounds instead of making the journey via car. A
dedicated space to safely store bicycles will provide an incentive. This project will form part of the Active
Travel Scheme.

How does the project address local priorities?

The project will address the Green Spaces priority as identified by the board.
How does the project align with the values, objectives and corporate priorities of Buckinghamshire Council?

Improving the environment- The installation of cycle racks will encourage users of the pavilion and
recreational grounds to cycle to the locations as an alternative to travelling by car.

Community Board Coordinator comments
I believe this project will be of benefit to the community as it will encourage more residents to cycle which
more beneficial for the environment, promotes active lifestyles and could contribute to a reduction in
local traffic flow.
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The applicant will be required to agree to terms and conditions, which include a monitoring
agreement, as discussed with the Community Board Coordinator before the fund will be formally
awarded.
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Appendix

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Funding Report - 2020/21
Organisation Name
Project Name
Funding Stream
Total Cost of project
Amount of Match Funding
Amount being applied for
Amount suggested

Date of Decision 23/02/2021

Richings Park Residents Association
Shopping Parade Tree & Residents Garden Access
Community Area Priorities
£3,180
N/A
£3,180
£3,180

Project Summary
Richings Park Residents Association are applying for Community Board funding to orchestrate the removal
of two tree stumps in Richings Park centre- one located outside the shops and one outside the entrance to
the residents garden on Bathhurst Walk. The two trees were previously cut down by Buckinghamshire
County Council due to disease.
The project will involve the replanting of the tree located outside the shops and the complete removal of
the stump and pavement repairs for the stump located on Bathurst Walk.

How does the project address local priorities?

The project will address the Green Spaces priority as identified by the board.
The project will improve the overall look of the environment which will be beneficial to the wellbeing of
local residents.
How does the project align with the values, objectives and corporate priorities of Buckinghamshire Council?

Protecting the vulnerable- The tree stump located on Bathhurst Walk partially obstructs the entrance to
the residents’ garden meaning that it is currently non-accessible to wheelchair users. The removal and
pavement repair will ensure that the garden is accessible to wheelchair users.
Improving the environment- The project will visually improve the area outside the local shops and make
Bathurst Walk safer and more accessible to vulnerable residents. Both of these promote resident
wellbeing.
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How does the project achieve value for money?

The project will improve the conditions of the pavement and make the area accessible to all residents. It
will also aesthetically improve the area next to the local shops.

Community Board Coordinator comments
I think this project will be of benefit to all local residents, particularly those who may require the use of a
wheelchair. I believe this project achieves value for money and will improve the local environment and
wellbeing of residents.
The Local Area Technician has granted permission for this project to go ahead should funding be agreed.

The applicant will be required to agree to terms and conditions, which include a monitoring
agreement, as discussed with the Community Board Coordinator before the fund will be formally
awarded.
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Appendix

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Funding Report - 2020/21
Organisation Name
Project Name
Funding Stream
Total Cost of project
Amount of Match Funding
Amount being applied for
Amount suggested

Date of Decision 23/02/2021

Smartville Iver Heath
Smartville
Community Area Priorities
£3,000
N/A
£3,000
£3,000

Project Summary
Smartville is a Community led approach to responding to local crime and antisocial behaviour. The project
will consist of a network of CCTV and ANPR cameras at entry and exit points of the villages in order to
provide good quality evidence to local authorities. The funding requested will provide installation on two
identified sites- Wood Lane and Pinewood Road.

How does the project address local priorities?

This project addresses the Community Safety priority as identified by the board.
There has been an increase in antisocial behaviour such as flytipping and other crimes that have an impact
on the local community.
How does the project align with the values, objectives and corporate priorities of Buckinghamshire Council?

Strengthening our Communities- Smartville is a Community Led approach and encourages members of
the local community to engage in identifying proactive solutions to reduce local crime and antisocial
behaviour.
Protecting our Vulnerable- Smartville aims to reduce the fear of crime and prevent crime as well as
detect.
How does the project achieve value for money?

Smartville work in partnership with Thames Valley Police and act as a measure to support overstretched
police resources.
As a preventative measure this project could potentially save the local authority and police costs as a
result from local crime such as fly tipping or vandalism.
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Community Board Coordinator comments
This project will be highly beneficial to all members of the local community as not only will aid the
detection of local crime but will also act as a preventative measure. This project promotes partnership
working with the local authority and police and has the potential to become a highly valued resource
within the community to support the safety and wellbeing of local residents as well as the environment.

The applicant will be required to agree to terms and conditions, which include a monitoring
agreement, as discussed with the Community Board Coordinator before the fund will be formally
awarded.
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A community led
approach to responding
to crime and anti-social
behaviour
February 2021

Appendix
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What is
Smartville
Iver Heath?

• Locally, originated in Richings Park and we
are building on their experiences
• A network of CCTV and ANPR cameras at
entry and exit points to provide good quality
video evidence to relevant authorities
• Working in partnership with NHW, TVP and
Bucks Council
• Response to increase in anti-social behaviour
especially fly-tipping and crimes impacting
the community such as recent thefts of
catalytic converters.
• To support other locations to develop
solution for their area including Iver Village

Why do it?
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Deter and
detect

• To support overstretched police
resources
• To aid in investigation of crimes
and to deter the commission of
crimes
• To provide evidence in cases of
other ASB such as fly-tipping
• Reduce the fear of crime and
encourage community to engage
in a solution
• Reactive and proactive activity –
detect and prevent
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Who are we?

• Community group
• Based in Iver Heath
• We have a Facebook presence and have
been fundraising on GoFundMe
• We will be launching a website shortly –
supported by Richings Park Smartville team
• Work closely with NHW and TVP
• Have strict processes for management and
sharing of data and confidentiality
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What have
we done so
far?

• Identified the locations
• Liaised with police about locations and
phasing of rollout
• Phase 1 – entry and exit points to village
• Followed by further phases identifying
residential roads and linking up
householder CCTV coverage to create a
network
• Pilot site live and 3 further sites identified
• One site ready to roll but delayed by
lockdown
• Reached out to wider community
especially Iver Village through the
Residents Association
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Funding and
Costs

• Funds raised to date ca. £2750
• Fundraising stalled when lockdown hit
• This will cover pilot and one other site
• Design and cost to cover sites will vary
slightly depending on solution required to
cover the location

• £3000
• Will provide 2 sites – equipment,
and installation
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Our ask

• Host sites agreed
• Wood Lane and Pinewood Road are
next priorities identified
• Deliverable within 4 weeks of
confirmation of funding

• Overview Camera £205.89

• ANPR Camera £575.00
• NVR Recorder £222.00
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Estimated
Costs for
sites 3 and 4

• Hard drive 2 x 2tb CCTV standard £64.09 each £128.18
• External Cat5e Cable 150 metres £54.98

• Security Enclosure for Recorder £80.00 Miscellaneous Items £30.00
• Installation Cost £200.00
• Total £1,496.05

• For 2 sites identified = £2,992.10

• Richings Park – 28 requests and in 25 instances
relevant materials were provided
• Track movement through area of vehicles
identified
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Does it get
results?

• Combination works 24/7 – CCTV alone will not
provide VRN in hours of darkenss
• From pilot site evidence/information has
already been provided to aid investigation and
prosecution on:
•
•
•
•

Flytipping
Crime/Incidents
Scoping activity
Vehicles/individuals passing through to commit
serious crimes elsewhere – Met police
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21st September 2020

Example 1 Theft
of ATM

• Location: Co-Op Iver Heath
• Smartville team alerted of the incident
• The whole incident was captured on the Smartville cameras.

• This CCTV evidence was sent to TVP and it is being used as part of
an on-going investigation
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• 21st January 2021

• Location: Church Rd.

Example 2
Flytipping

• Rubbish dumped at the location had evidence to suggest where the
material had come from
• The Smartville camera has captured the vehicle involved and
the VRN.

• All information is with the investigators at Buckinghamshire Council
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Example 3:
Scoping

•

15th January 2021

•

Location Pinewood Green

•

A resident was suspicious of a white BMW which had slowed down and the passenger had
taken a photo of their house or cars before driving off.

•

After establishing the make of vehicles owned by resident it was clear that this fitted behaviour
police had made us aware of in scoping for crime.

•

The Smartville team had the times and descriptions and identified the vehicle entering the
estate, and also the VRN.

•

All information sent through to TVP.
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Summary

•
•
•
•
•

Proven approach
Supported by the community
Delivering results with phased rollout
Wider scope than focusing on crime
Cost-effective, delivered in 4 weeks, managed
by the community

Appendix

Wexham and the Ivers Community Board Funding Report - 2020/21
Organisation Name
Project Name
Funding Stream
Total Cost of project
Amount of Match Funding
Amount being applied for
Amount suggested

Date of Decision 23/02/2020

Groundwork South
Multipurpose Meadow- The Ivers Environment Centre
Community Area Priorities
£9,800
N/A
£9,800
£9,800

Project Summary
Groundwork South are seeking funding of £9,800 to dramatically transform Iver Environment Centre for
the benefit of the community and for the environment, by replacing a concreted area with a beautiful,
biodiverse wildflower meadow. The meadow will not only provide support for local ecosystems but will be
an aesthetically pleasing addition for visitors to the centre to enjoy both recreationally and for the
development of skills (e.g. through volunteering).
Project activities: With this funding, we will:
•
Create a beautiful, biodiverse wildflower meadow that is valuable for native wildlife and
exciting/aesthetically pleasing for visitors
•
Establish a ‘bog moat’ garden around the meadow, with accessible pathways to access the
meadow
•
Create a high-quality, long-lasting educational and recreational amenity for residents of Iver, the
surrounding areas and beyond

How does the project address local priorities?

Covid-19 Response and Recovery
The meadow will provide a tranquil, safe space for individuals to visit for physical and mental wellbeing, as
well as for recreation, whilst being able to socially distance outside. In addition, the meadow will provide
an excellent opportunity to supplement the education of the children that visit our site in a safe and
natural setting - we will be able to use the meadow to create educational sessions which will be of benefit
to children, whose ability to access traditional, classroom-based education has been significantly impacted
by the pandemic.
Green Spaces
The project helps to support with the evidenced need of improving biodiversity in the area.
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How does the project align with the values, objectives and corporate priorities of Buckinghamshire Council?

Strengthening our Communities
The presence of the wildflower meadow will create a nicer environment for volunteers and visitors onsite, as well as creating an idyllic recreational space for the community to explore and enjoy together. It
will help people to increase their physical and mental wellbeing through spending time in green spaces. It
will make the Iver area a more attractive place to live in and to visit, by helping to make the Environment
Centre a better quality and aesthetically pleasing site. In addition, the creation of the meadow will also
create opportunities for site-based events, which will attract a diverse range of people and once again
assist in helping people to feel more connected to the people and the places in their local area.
Improving Our Environment
Our project helps to strengthen the biodiversity on-site at Iver Environment Centre, by providing a
wildflower meadow which acts not only as a diverse and interesting habitat for flora and fauna to flourish.
This ‘small but mighty’ project will have significant ramifications for the local biodiversity, creating a highquality environment which will link up with its surroundings, adding ecological value to the wider site. It
will be both attractive and useful and incorporates a large amount of recycled material. Waste concrete
and rubber tyres dumped on our site will be used to build up the centre of the island, thus avoiding
sending it to landfill. Local materials will be used to avoid unnecessary air miles. The project will reduce
the risk of flooding and harness water in a positive way.
This project will enable our little patch within the Green Belt to fulfil the purpose of Green Belt by offering
wildlife and recreational opportunities. We have the structure in place to ensure long term maintenance
and protection of this project which will have an impact on local biodiversity for years to come. The
engagement opportunities that this project affords will foster a love of nature that visitors will take with
them to their homes in Buckinghamshire. The sense of wonder they experience when gazing over the
water or peering closely at a bee filling its pollen pouches in the meadow will inspire them to take action
in their lives to reduce their negative environmental impact.
How does the project achieve value for money?

Community Board Coordinator comments
This project supports two of the local area priorities as identified by the board as well as two of
Buckinghamshire Council’s corporate priorities.
This project will provide an excellent asset to the local community and will be of benefit all residents,
especially local schools, families and volunteers.
The centre’s volunteering programme enables skills development whilst improving mental health and
provides specialist access to purposeful activity for adults with additional needs. Groundwork South
partner with day care and residential centres to be able to engage with individuals with higher needs and
to engage them in meaningful volunteering activities, making this project a valuable tool for Community
Engagement and overall wellbeing for the local community.
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The applicant will be required to agree to terms and conditions, which include a monitoring
agreement, as discussed with the Community Board Coordinator before the fund will be formally
awarded.
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